Abstract: The paper explores the adaptation of the self into space with new media technologies. Adaptation in the urban milieu happens as a special kind of information transference of social values, reforming new representational aesthetic standards. Representation may be explained as a sequence of layers applied upon the body. The first layer of representation is the skin, whereas dress is next. Moving out from the body towards space, the wall "dresses" space and is also the primary element of spatial definition. With the new technological devices, the wall may be seen as a "screen interface" between space and the self and an active membrane of communication between them.
Marshal McLuhan compares the integration of the global cultural habitat with the new media, to a living organism. The new media envelop and deliver messages around the world in broadly comprehensible forms; in turn, places become more and more homogenous and universal. The new media networks support circulation of information globally, much like the nervous system, which transfers orders and sensory signals between the brain and the bodily parts. As a reflection of the new technological milieu, Donna Haraway establishes an analogy between body and space and also proposes a set of relations between them: the self is a cyborg, a by-product of the new world society; it is not a part, not even sets of parts, it is a "hybrid of machine and organism, without gender...a kind of disassembled and reassembled, ... a Chimera that holds the parts together." 2 The cyborg would define its body and functions through its relation to new media, Figure 1 Hieronymus Bosch, The Temptation of Saint Anthony, especially with the ways the new technological devices have been incorporated into its system. Staying faithful to such a premise, the present paper attempts to redefine space by its relation to new media, not as a mere container of activities, but as a by-product of the emerging cyber-culture; in other words, to integrate new media into our general spatial perception and also map their attributes and physical presence as constituent elements of space.
The cyborg occupies space as it wears distinct layers of representation, extending from its own body towards space: from its skin, out to clothing, furniture, the house and the outer spatial spheres and public appearances. The new technological devices may occupy places somewhere between clothing and space. In neighbouring relation, the wall emerges as the main spatial medium. Traditionally, the wall has functioned as a fixed spatial divider, also imposing a set of polarities between inside and outside, private and public, closed and open. Such a pattern might be broken if the wall is redefined in relation to new media; but first, the wall has to be systematized into the layered sequence of representations of the cyborg.
Layers of Representation
The Skin. The first layer in the sequence of representation is the skin. The skin holds the bodily organs and parts together, being the physical boundary between the inner body and the outer environment. It has the double role to hold together the organic parts of life, and also to symbolize that life, as it represents both our interiority and our externalities.
Roger Caillois analyzes the representational role of the skin in nature. The colouring of the skin imitates motifs found in the natural environment. 3 Caillois makes the observation that in the realm of the insects, the objective for skin colouring is not a defensive reaction, as many would argue. Predators are not at all fooled by the sameness of form or colour: they eat crickets that mingle with the foliage of oak trees, or weevils that resemble small stones. Conversely, some species that are inedible, and would thus have nothing to fear, are also mimetic. Caillois concludes, "this is an 'epiphenomenon' whose defensive utility appears to be null. … The primary goal is fascination. The eye is the vehicle of fascination in the whole animal kingdom, including human." 4 In "primitive" behaviours there is an overwhelming tendency to imitate, combined with the belief in the efficacy of such an imitation. The end of the imitation process would appear to be the complete assimilation to the surroundings. Caillois refers to The Temptation of Saint Anthony described by Gustave Flaubert as a 3 As Caillois notes, such a tendency to imitate has been transferred and is still quite strong to the "civilized" man. The urban environment should not be perceived as an asset of aesthetic patterns that are ready to use, but as a source of information, ideas and ideologies that may be inscribed onto the human in subtler ways. The film The Pillow Book by Peter Greenaway explores such an idea. The skin is represented as writing and reading surface. The narrative is about a young Japanese woman, Nagiko, who derives the most carnal pleasure by having her body written upon, often while reading ( fig.2 ). Roland Barthes emphasizes the relation between the pleasures of the body and the pleasures of the reading/writing experience: the moment pleasure is created, the same experience elevates to an intellectual one. 6 In The Pillow Book the pleasure shifts beyond the genders, from woman-to-man to man-to-man, as Jerome, Nagiko's calligrapher-lover, becomes also the lover of his male publisher ( fig.3) . The relationship between skin and text remains reciprocal. 7 Although the text represents the body upon which it is written, it belongs neither to it, nor to its skin. Greenaway demonstrates such a view later in the film. After Jerome's death, his male lover peals off the skin from the corpse in a ritualized process that turns the written-on skin to an object of worship, being separated from the body.
8 From now on, the skin, detached fr st Buildings and dressed figures are being reduced to malleable garment outlines, mutually showing their relation towards forming the urban context. Therefore, fashion's role upon the body may be explained by Caillois' notion of imitation in nature: much as the insects use mimicry techniques to resemble with natural environment, so does fashion, being the medium of assimilati a For Barthes, fashion is not an immediate projection of surrounding motifs; instead it develops an elaborate code of significations into the language of its own text. The fashion text translates images of the city onto layers of garments covering the body. The transition of fashion to the fashion text is not an innocent one. As the dress projects the body and the city, fashion creates several representational images of both.
11 In the Barbara Bui autumn/winter 2002-3 collection 12 the human figure is partially covered by a blurry glass ( fig.6 ), half-hiding/half-revealing itself from its duplicate. In another example, the female model appears disguised in manlike apparel ( fig.7) . Her hat casts shadow on her face as if she were wearing a mask. The whole figure casts shadow on the background wall. 15 Holly Brubach suggests that these multiple impersonations create the person's multiple identities. This effort to express our identities through fashion promises no ultimate success; rather, the process of constructing and evaluating these contributes to the composition of the urban context; they imitate and amplify each other, constituting elaborate feedback loops. 16 In a further installation, Wibmer attempts to break down the fixed boundaries between body and space. The artist records herself in short visual and audio clips as she is wearing the same suit. The installation room has actually been an immersive physical and virtual environment: as the visitors walk along the room, highly sensitive cameras and microphones are picking movements and sound frequency signals. The signals activate projections of the artist's recorded clips on the walls of the room. Humangenerated signals enact a back and forth interplay between the installation and the visitors. Off-the-wall initiates an organic relationship between body and space: the body operates like the mouse of the computer: walking along diagonal axes, or making small movements, will cause a wide range of sound and image effects in the three-dimensional installation. A unified system of humans, spatial elements and technological devices in equal existence and reciprocity is being created, all acting as "information-processing devices." fig.10 ).
18 Figure 11 Fecund City-scapes, palimpsest ideogram
In another approach, for the project Fecund Cityscapes, a design team from MIT (John E. Fernandez, Lydia Kallipoliti, Alexandros Tsamis, Alexandra M. Sinisterra, Yannis Zavoleas and assistant Vana Tentokali) perceives the wall as an active interface that inscribes the interaction between humans and space onto its shape and colour. 19 In Athens, there is an ongoing excavation process for the extension of the subway network. The excavations have revealed fragmented, discontinuous traces of past historical periods. A layered pile as a palimpsest of the different historical periods is presented, as the terrain of the ground is cut-sectioned. 20 ( fig.11 ).
The proposed structure is an event-recording device. It registers activity onto itself, indicating an active version of the palimpsest. The installation is highly responsive to the visitors, altering its shape and skin according to the flow of activities. The visitor presses buttons and inflates activity pods that were compressed under the floor. The activity pods push and reshape the outer surface, which is flexible. The other side of the installation is made of sensitive thermochromic film that adjusts its colour to the changes of temperature. Several of these structures are positioned at existing urban voids close to the subway exits, following the subway network ( fig.12,  13) . The network initiates a dual navigation of the urban space. Physical navigation occurs as the visitor travels through the subway system. Virtual navigation occurs as the visitor inflates the activity pods to receive information about the city, its historical sites, the Olympic Games and other cultural activities. The visitor immerses into a gamelike experience. The structure and the visitor interact, being parts of a unified system. Without the visitor, the structure is inert. Conversely, without the inflation of the pods, the visitor is left without information and options. In Times Square, New York, new media devices cover the street walls (figs.14-15). Monitors, signs, ads and billboards are sources that send out information continuously. The wall's main functional use is no longer to represent a spatial limit, but to sustain and host whole systems of information. The effect is even stronger during the night, as any materialized perception of the urban environment is replaced by the momentary impressions of lights and screen announcements. Most often, the sources of information do not present any of the use of the spaces behind the walls they are attached to: the placement of the ads of Coca Cola, also of fashion clothes and brands is not an indication that the buildings behind them host related activities inside. Cyberspace may be described in relation to the cyborg: the cyborg links together, in fragmentary and arbitrary ways, disparate social phenomena, activities, processes and relations, physical, as well as virtual. This is a complex symbiotic relationship, in which neither the cyborg, nor Cyberspace may be viewed as autonomous units. Caillois applied nature's theory of mimicry onto humans in order to describe a special kind of psychasthenia. In the present case, Caillois would diagnose "convulsive possession of depersonalization by assimilation" 25 for both the cyborg and Cyberspace. The cyborg and Cyberspace would mutually enter into the psychology of psychasthenia, and more specifically of legendary psychasthenia, if we agree to use this name for the disturbance in the relations above between personality and space.
26
The wall becomes the screen interface that fashions the public spaces of commerce and consumption. Joan Ocman relates the wall's new perception to other media that are less physical and more ephemeral, where public opinion and consciousness are formed -the television, the films, the print media, the computer and the Internet. 22 With extended implementations of new media technologies into space, the new metropolitan body would also be reshaped, with its parts beingHaraway would argue -the "bionic components" of the cyborg and Cyberspace. 23 Through continuous interactions, the cyborg would become more and more "urbanized" into Cyberspace. 24 Conversely, (Again, we are challenged to extend the definition of what is considered to be "normal" into territories that traditionally belonged to the realm of madness).
